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The Road to Hell
B a r b e e  H o r s tk o e tte r
It was dark and cold and we were accelerating at a speed I was terribly 
uncomfortable with. Our trailer was extremely over-loaded, even by redneck stand­
ards. The six percent grades were causing us to accelerate at rapid speeds that had 
us feeling as icy as the roads we were on. The uphill exits for runaway trucks were 
looking extremely inviting.
My husband, Mitch, and I were doing a hot shot job from New York to 
South Texas and the carefully laid out trip had gone to straight to hell. We were wor­
ried about the incoming blizzard. We were ready to exit after the last little wiggle the 
truck and trailer gave us on the newly forming ice patches.
We observed a road sign that showed a hotel and gas station at the next 
exit. Once we had taken the exit, over loaded, tired, and cold, mind you, we got to 
the bottom of the hill and there was nothing but darkness. We couldn't see any signs 
of life anywhere around. It felt as if we were the only people on the planet it was so 
dark and deserted. The abandoned hotel and gas station were boarded up. Unable to 
find a place to turn around, we decided to continue on and pick the interstate back 
up.
We reluctantly continued driving down the dark lonely road and found a 
turn off that looked to follow back around to the interstate. The Garmin was recalcu­
lating to let him know to take an immediate left. He did, we turned onto a narrow 
street named Fearer Road. Fearer Road, indeed! It was dark in the middle of nowhere 
and I was scared out of my mind; then it got worse. The name of the road alone was 
enough to make us want to turn around and try again. We had an immediate hill and 
it proved to be a challenge up the icy hill. There was an old beaten up jalopy behind 
us with only one headlight that continued to pass by as we turned. Then the car 
stoped, backed up and slowly fell in behind us. At this point my heart was about to 
jump out of my chest. The first house we arrived at to turn around looked like it was 
straight out of the movie Bates Motel. With a nervous look and chuckle at each other 
we continued to drive past dark, dirty houses that were straight out of the horror
shows. We didn't want to stop or even slow down. The blizzard we had managed to 
stay in front of now caught us as we winded back around. The ditches and driveways 
on each side of the road were straight drop offs with no room for passing. If we had 
met another vehicle we all would have been in a bind. As we passed the Pennsylvania 
and West Virginia state line again the tension was thick enough to choke us. Little was 
said between us. Finally, the silence was broken; my husband, frustrated and a tad bit 
nervous, spoke first.
"Are you going to talk to me?"
"I...I... do... don't know what to say," I stuttered stupidly.
"Did you notice the car that fell in behind us?"
"Yes. I don't know what they are doing ,but it has really got me shook up," I 
whispered with a dry throat.
With a nervous chuckle he said, "There is no way we're stopping!! We are in 
hillbilly country—they probably want to kill you and rape me!!"
I felt so much like prey that I couldn't even laugh; I just sat frozen in pan­
icked fear. After many more frightening turns and terrifying twists, we found our way 
back to the desolate frozen interstate, and once again across the WV and PA state 
line. The car that had followed us for over 25 miles, through banjo country and two 
winding state lines, suddenly dipped off and abruptly turned around.
Finally, as we drove we both were trying to pull ourselves together, both 
stressed, scared and silly. We pulled over at the first fully lite area, with an open store 
and a lot of people. We sat in our truck laughing nervously till we were 
laughing hysterically. The adrenaline was really pumping. That was 
one of the most frightening nights of our lives. It's our belief if we had 
stopped or hit the ditch, we wouldn't have made it to the interstate. I 
definitely learned to not stop unless I see lights.
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